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ABSTRACT OF ABE-STUDY

The purpose of this study was to identify personality characteristics and learning styles of Adult Basic Education students as measured
by three instruments:

the Luscher Color Test,.Manzo Bestiary Inventory

and Learning Preference Inventory.

An additional purpose was to assess

the potential of the three instruments for use by ABE teachers as a means
to help them get a better purchase on individual ABE students.

Eighty-three (of a possible 100) ABE subjects comprised the volunteer
sample and were tested-by seven instructors.

Subsample, comparison groups,

were tested who had been chosen on the basis of selected differences with
the ABE sample; included were 6th graders, stock brokers and GED students.

Data from the aggregate 158 subjects was analyzed by computer program
to, display indiVidual and group profiles.
*Re-tuitt of the luscher Color "rest indicated a sense -of fragiyleness,

a slight degree of social-emotional dependency'and a need for healthy
release from tensions.

The Manzo Bestiary Inventory findings corresponded

to the Luscher Color Test and in addition indicated a need to appear highly
aggressive and cautious about intimacy with others.

The Learning Pre.

ference Inventory indicated this sample of ABE student

prefer to learn

by direct teaching approaches such as lecture, tutoring and group interacticn,
as opposed to five other less directive approaches.
The major conclusion of this study was the fact that in perspectiveof other groups_ tested, ABE students are most like segments of society

blessed and burdened by heightened personal aspirations; they are probably
more aggressive, intense,,,and conflict-prone, than other undereducated

adults who are not enrolled in ABE classes.

I)

This study was conducted under the auspices of the-U. S. 0. E.

Adult Edudation-sponsbred Center for Resource Development in Adult
Education, University of Missouri

Kans'as City.
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RATIONALE FOR STUDY

It is our impresSioil that much of our failure as educatdrs in

helping America's illiterates is a by-product of not knowing who they
are, what they feel7;-or just what they are all about.

We, have all been

children and therefore.have some empathy with that state and its condition.

/

0

Thi story of eing pooe andfor paq of a minority group in America is now
alsp becoming

moto conjurable.life eNerience

The adult bask -education

.
.

student,'however, isone of thosp segments of society about Whom we have
.

relatively little. factual knowledge's and with' whom ,we have even less insightful experieri.ee;

'It is for lack -of such knowledge end experiences that we

tend to relate to ABE students' ith pity or resentment, rather than empathy
adad understandio.

As a,result, ABE students are ':treated", "remediated"

and "manipulated", but rarely educated.
c, s

It is uridOubtedly w.Coliffuence,Ofcomplex factors which shape a
people into what they are.

To fully understand any grobping of people,

and surely one individual within a-groUpThl, requires time and repeated
:

contacts in a variety of situations.

The drop-out rate among ABE students
..

there simpt'y is insufficient time to-discoVer who

doesn't permit this:

a student:is, and inadequate empathy with him to convincingly.iriduce him_
A

to stay long enough to find Put.,

The time required to16at'n about students

can be reduced and knowledge gained maximized to the extent that, teachers

are able to begin with useful general information and to'Fia.ve Means available to quickly acquire additional information on specific student traits.
.,

g'

It is the purpose of this study te'adVance both'Of these objectives:
Three instruments are described:

the Luscher Color Test, Manzo

Ago

Bestiary;Inventory and Learning Preference Inventory. °Each can be easily
eMployed by classroom teachers.to learn more about the personality

.0

.
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characteristics and preferred learning styles of their students.

Employ-

ing these instruments ourselves, we hoped to detail shared traits of
the ABE student by identifying and describing characteristics revealed
through these measures.

We felt optimistic that these desCriptors would

be useful on two accounts.

If they failed to detail characteristics

unique to the ABE student, we would know more about what all men tend to

Old in common which, in any caseois consistent with our belief that
we are all more alike than we -'are different.

With regard to the ways in

which people might be quasi-differentiated, we fe'ltieAcouraged that some
trait factors could be identified, as the literature of psychology is
filled with data suggesting that, people of shared characteristics tend

to collect themselves around discrete problems, concerns, experiences and/or
operations:

e.g., first-born children tend'to be creatively dominant

(Licritenwalner and MaxWell, 1969); body types influence temperament

(Sheldon, 1942); salad and vegetable eaters are energetic (Wali.en, 1976).
On this 'ground alone it seemed reasonable to'be able to identify at least

some strand of affect or temperament which was salient in
pet'sonality Configuration of ABE students.

,a

composite

This expectation was duly
;.a

tempered by o.ur awareness of the many studies which had failed to find
'distinguishing characteristics among apparently distinctive groups, and

also the investigators' dilemma of often not being able to replicate even
034-

their own earlier findings where distinct, were thought to exist.

We

could not, in effect, logically induce from present wisdom what would.be.
found, which supported the need to expand our thinking by an empirical,
i.e:, data based, approach.

/

'
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INSTRUMENTS OF THIS STUDY

The.instruments of this study were selected to conform to the
following criteria.

They needed-to:

1) provide useful information

concerning pdrsonality characteHstics of ABE students or their preferred
methods of le rning; 2) require no reading, 3) be quick to administer and
interpret, and 4) able.` be used easily and reliably by ABE teachers..

THE LUSCHER COLOR TEST (LCT)
The Color Test, developed by Dr. Max Luscher of Germany with an
American translation by Ian Scott (1969),,served as the primary investigative instrument.

The Luscher Color Test is said to reveal conscious

and subconscious elements of personality structure.

It is an individually

administered test, most applicable from adolesgence through adult years.
Eight 'colors are placed before the subject and he is asked to choose
them in the order of his preference.

This procedure is repeated a second

time to assess consistency in color preference4, and to deal with:any ex.

traneous questions or.issues which might arise to nullify the results.
The secot.d administration is said to be the more accurate representation

of personality and is considered the one of record.
Test interpretations are based on essentially three considerations:
1) the order in which the colors are chosen; 2), the pairing of colors first and secondlOices are consideredone pairing, third and fourth

choices are another pairing and so on; and 3) the extent to which "psycho41logical primaries" (blue,.red, yellow, and green) are displaced in the
first four positions by "auxiliiarycolors" (gray, pu'rple,T-trowrri------lylaek

Each individual' color and each combination of colors is referenced to

a brief narrative of interpretation.

11

The narratives a 'lso vary according

to whether the-combination iffound in 'the 1,2 position (coded as ++),
the 3,4 position (coded as xx),.the 5,6 position.(coded as ==) or 7,8
position (coded as --).

Thg plus/plus (++) is said to represent "desired

objectives", followed by the timestimes (xx) which is cons(iderean index
to-the "existing situation".

The equals/equals

is regarded as an

area of "restrained characteristics" and the minus/minus,(--) as "stress
1

sources ".

Additionally, the pairing of a primary\color found in the last
ti

four positions with an auxiligry color found in the-first four is said to
reveal an area of "anxiety and 'compensation"..

These are also judged in.

term's of degrees of conflict labled "none", "some", "appreciable ", and
"serious".

Other more.sophisticated analyses are also .possible, but these

were eschewed due to the diff4cUlty in hand)ing such data on a group'
basis.

In its final fort, the Luscher provideE the examiner with at least
four separate narratives, which, when taken together, are presumed to

represent the major personality configuration of the individua.
The LCT; while welt documented with clinical and normal populations,
has certain limitations.

It was conceived and normed in Europe, primarily

for use by physicians in diagnosing physiological problems reflected in
'psychological ktress.* Too, it is a 'deep' psychological test,- tending to
,.

be more concerned with intrapsychic organization, than public behavior.

A

In view of the intimate nature of learning; however, this 41emed to be an
appropriate domain for investigation.

In another realm, the narratives

accompanying the color choices have been criticized as sounding too much
like astrological readings, in 'the sense of being applicable to virtually
everyone or anyone.

In our view, this criticism is essentially correct

with respect to the timbiT of the language, but we.can find no fault with

GI

the construct suggesting a relationship between certain colorrchoices and
selected personality traits.

Finally, in spite of the seeming soundness,

or face validity of the color/temperament construct, the metaphoric value
of colors seem, to us to be too thin to stimulate rich interpretations
and insights.

ThE MANZO BESTIARY INVENTORY (MBI)
The MBI was chosen as the second major instrument in this study,
both because it complements the LCT and enriches our data base on this,
essentially experimental instrument.

Further the origins of the MBI

are more within the context of school-like concerns, the author being
foremost an,educator, and coincidentally a psychologist.
Theo MBI is individually administered, requires no reading,, and has
-been used from childhood through adult years.

Thirty-six animals are

named in groups of three; the subject is asked to choose the one he identifies
with most from each grouping.

The full profile consists of twelve positive

-fdentificationsand six rejections.

The %elections are then narrowed to

three ranked positive And three ranked negative choices.

The MBI is roughly,comparable in interpretation format to the four
pairings of the LCT

The final key selections and re.

jections are those which carry the closest personality trait correspondences to the subject.

,

ThepOsitive choices are comparable to the subject's

ideals as in the LCT (44) category.

The other three are actively rejectedl

as are the subject's (--) group in the LCT.

The remaining array of

animals which have been chosen or rejected, but on a lower priority, are
comparable to the (xx) and (==) functions of the LCT.

Also, this inter-

pretation is keyed to the language equivalents which correspond to the
animal choices that'the subject mikes,

13

These are not in the form of

8

connected narratives however, but rather descriptive terms, i.e. adjectivals, which were found to be associated with the imagery of the animals
in prior research (Manzo, 1975).

It is from these descyiptive terms and the richer metaphoric
value of the animal choices that characteristics of personality and social
behavior and inferred.

The most significant advantage of the MBI over the LCT (and over
most other projective tests), is in its metaphoric value.

Also, the MBI

does not offer pat connected narratives forming single, cogent statements.
RAther, it offers key terms which encompass an,individual and represent
the filter through which his world is seen, felt and experfence'd.

These

terms must then be organized or shaped by other information into a narrative
consistent with the nature of the individual or group.

Several procedures

are recommended in the MBI manual for 'collecting "other information",

one being to cross validate findings with analogous instruments.

In this

case, it was with the LCT.

It must be added'here that the original design of this study called
for an attempt to translate the animal -choices into- fourteen-personality
variables.-

This attempt was arrested when our efforts to validate the

variables beCame overly complicated by technical difficulties which have
not yet been resolved.

The major limitation of the MBI is the complex and near obscure

reasoning required to justify thOntial groupings of animals from which
choices are made.

Also it is a new test, yet-unpublished, andtased on

five years of clinical use, versus twenty for the LCT., It can also be
argued that the temporary, popularity of In animal can influence test..
outcomes.

Here again, by a complex and lengthy discussfon, which we have

14
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chosen to disallow here, this seemingly counter-influential factor can
be shown to be less significant than expected by cursory reflection.

THE LEARNING PREFERENCE INVENTORY (LPI)

The LPI was used to discover how individual students prefer to
learn several of the different types of things required by school; tasks,
skills and knowledge.

The wording of the test and the accompanying pictures

makes it applicable to students from primary grades through adult levels.

Eight types of learning situations are pictured on 4 x 6 cards and
each method of learning is explained to the subject.

Four of the eight

ways to learn are variationS'on individualiied work, the remaining learning
mode's involve one or more persons.

Once the subject underStands each style of. learning, he is shown

six different kinds of situations, two for each of three learning objectives.

The learning objective "tasks" is' represented by the needto learn how
to do a complicated workbook exercise and how to play a new school -like
game.

The learning of basic arithmetic :and reading represents'the "skills"

objective.

Acquiring and retaining information in science and social

studies represents the "knowledge" objective.

Scoring of the LPI is done by recording and counting student expressed
preferences.

Interpretations must take many more factors into account

than are assessed by the inventory.

But the essential objective is best

understood as an effort to meet the student's preferred style of learning,

or to systematically work to enhance his repertoire to include other
learning modes.

In the case of this study, the LPI was used merely to establish

what those preferences happen to be among a representative Adult Basic

15
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Education population.

This is also an experimental instrument which has been under development for the last two years by Anthony V. Manzo, assisted more recently
by MarY Lorton and Riki Stein.

16
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METHOD OF STUDY

POPULATION

The target population for the study was Adult Basic Education students.
ihese individuals ranged in age from 17 to 62 years, with a mean age
of 25, and were'distributed almost equally be sex.

The mean instruc-

tional reading level established using the California Achievement Test
or the Wide-Range AChievement Test -rot- females was 5.5 and for males,

8.6; the total mean averaging at 7.0.

Similar distribution of socioeco-

nomic background was noted.
.Since a° composite characterizing the entire group was the project's

objective, a lahe number of these people were needed.

A MidWestern

metropolitan area of a half million people is served in terms of adult
basic education classes by a large network of ABE centers dispersed
throughout the city.

This'network, which was administered by a city

school district, was the source for subjects 4n this data gathering.

Entre to experimental subjects was provided'through the instructors
in these ABE centers.

Seven instructors were asked to administer the

,instruments to as many as twenty subjects each.

From the returns and

.comments by the instructors, it could be determined that the eighty-

three (83) subjects from whom complete data was gathered were primarily
a "volunteer", sample out of a potential population of just over a hundred
.

students who regularly attend these courses.

The ABE instructors were told to explain the administration of the
three tests

theft- subjects, and then to ask for volunteers.

An

.

instructor would say:(

would be interested.

'We_are giving three tests tonight to those who
On

test asks you to choose from animals,you prefer,

a second asks you to choose colors Which,you prefer, and the last offers

17
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several pictures from which you will choose'ways in which you would
prefer to learn.

All three tests will take about ten minutes.

The

%

information we are after is exactly what it is that theSe tests-measure.
In order to find that out, we need to administer-them to a group of students.
Would any of you care to volunteer?"
The high percentage of volunteers indicated that there was. no
reticense on the students' parts to do such tasks.

It also insured a

fairly representative sample of those who were regularly attending ABE
classes in the metropolitan area.

As the central purpose of this study was to chiraCterize the ABE
student, this goal was met by the group tested in ABE centers.

It

seemed important, however, to gather the same information on some other,
subsamples of, populations in order to provide a backdrop or perspective

which could aid in interpretation of the ABE data.

Therefore, groups

-of,people who were judged to differ in varied ways from the ABE population were identified.

These included

1) children in the middle grades

of parochial and public elementary schools; 2) agents working in a stock
brokeiage; and 3) a'group of students working in other evening educational

settings who were preparing to take-the General Educational Development
(GED) test for a high school equivalency certificate.

These three

groups were judged to potentially differ from the ABE students in their
levels of.success and security, in their goals and lifestyles, and in
their sense of self- actualization and self-esteem.

It was hoped that

with these alternate groups tocompare with the ABE subject, a more
complete sense of the ABE student as an identity could be refined.

1
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PROCEDURE

ABE Population - The course instructors took each volunteer Individually and administered the three tests to him.

There was no direction

'given to the, instructors about the sequence in which the tests should

be given.

The LCT was administered precisely as indicated by Ian Scott's
translation of Dr. Luscher's "Short Luscher Test" (Scott, 1969,)
copy of which was supplied to each instructor.

a

The instructors were

trained to adhliniiter the two experimental instruments as well.'

Subsample Populations - The groups of subjects in the other populations

were selected in a fashion similar to the ABE students, but there was
less vigor in attempts to carefully identify samples representative of

.

these potential populations.

Forexample, the twentYreight Mock

'brokerage agentt Vrere taken from a single firm.

ti

The twenty-four elemen-

lta6, students, were volunteers from two grades-in two schools, and the

twenty -three GED students were volunteers from two agencies out of a
dozen possible sources.

The tests were also administered by a single

investigator and an assistant as Opposed to seven in the ABE group.
It was felt, however, that there were no variables in this systeM of
data collection which would-seriously interfere with the intended comparisons between the ABE group and the other populations.

DATA ANALYSIS

Though each of the measures potentially offers a wealth of information about a given individual, the primary goal of. this study was to

1

Copies of the protocols and instructions for the MBI and LPI are
available from the author, upon request for a limited time for the
cost of reproduction and handling. only.

0.
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characterize the entire-population of ABE students.

Consequently,

rather than analyzing_ each person's profile and then attempting to,

in some way, collect the information into a group impression, the
data was grouped first and then analyzed in a way similar to the
way/ one deals with a given person's prdtocol.

Lusher Color Test --The Luscher Test was used for the more elaborate
analysis.,, These data were placed into the computer and were arranged
so" that there was a display of the frequency of, combinations chosen for

each of the color choice functions (++,xx,==,--).

Also displayed were

-varying levels of conflict in theie areas of the personality, as well
as possible anxieties and compensatigns which arose from these.

For

the LCT color.choice groups, this display also allowed identification
of the most frequently used color in each choice position, and colors
in each color choice group.

By then, taking care to analyze-this
/

collected data, itsbe6ame possible to develop some descriptors of the
way the population could be oharacterized.'
'Manz° Bestiary Inventory (Experimental form) - With the aid of several

lengthy computer programs, the data from the aggregate of 158 subjects

was arranged for the MBI so as to display for each of the four populations
the frequencies of 1) all the animals who were chosen in the first three
f

positive preferences; 2) the frequency of animals in the remaining nine

'positive preferences; and 3) the total frequency of each othe 33 animals
for any of the twelve preference choices.

Using this system, it was

felt that a potion'of the group's general choices could be displayed
giving 1) the mode for a group as well as those animals ranked fairly
frequently in the ranked_preference; 2) the several animals which,the
group generally chose, and 3) the animals which, while they were rarely

20
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ranked as prime choices, seemed to be present at some lesser station
in the majority of profil'es.

A similar display of the negative pteferences (those animals
which Subjects chose not to identify with) was also generated.

Learnimffreference Inventory (Experimental form) - The LPI also
was analyzed by frequency counts and allowed similar judgments/to be
made for each of three possible learning objecttves:

tasks, skills

and factual knowledge.
The prototype for, this instrument was inadequately developed
to be available for use with any but the ABE population of this -study-,
o

More recent use of the instrument with remedial readers attending

a

reading clinic and with junior college students has verified its
ability to yield discrete and reliable-information.

r
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FINDINGS

There is an old Indian'parable that tells of several blind men
feeling different parts of an elephant and concluding that he i5 many
different things.

These current data are subject to the same biases

and also the compounding fact that. each part seems to suggest varying
.

impressions when exaMinetl from different perspectives.

In fairness to

the reader, and to the targeted-population of this study, the data is
displayed in several of many possible ways.

THE LUSCHER COLOR TEST
Two dominant profiles emerge for ABE students.

One which we have

called the "no conflict" or normal profile, and a second showing varying
Both of

degrees of "conflict", some to a point of near debilitation.

'these are viewed as essentially normal, though not ,necessarily ideal
profiles.

There -was no evidence of disproportionate or intense degrees

of emotional pathology.

PROFILE 1
I.

No Conflict

Function (++) - Desired objectives, or, behavior dictated by detieed
objectives.

Forty-iix percent of subjects (38) showed no conflict

in this category.

Four colors enjoyed popularity among the profiles found. in this
category.

0

In their order of popularity, they were:

55% chose Blue

- desire For tranquil, peaceful state.

50% chose Red

delight in action.
- intense, vital
action towards success- or conquest.
.

.

.

.

something.
34% chose Violet- need to feel identified. with.
To win support by charm, and amiability.
Sentimental.
.

0
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.

--

)
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34% chose Green
IT

- wants tO overcome opposition and achieve
recognition.

Th e most dOminant,ch.aracteristics in the (++) function for thAe
...

shovting no conflict was clearly Blue/Red, whicli- taken to,

gether_Luscher_describes.as follows:
Blue/Red

- seeks affectionate satisfying and harmonious
relationships.
Desires an intimate union,
in which there is love, self-sacrifice, and
mutual trust.

+

Function (xx) - "The existing situation, or behavior appropriate

to the existing situation.

Seventy-five percent showed'no conflict

.

.

in this category. '

As:in the above, four colors were popular among 66 subjects:
48% chose Blue

- acts calmly, with the minimum of upset .

37% chose Green

- persistent.
Demands.what he feels to be
his due and endeavors to maintain-his

position.ntact.
32% chose Violet

seeks to express the need of identification
in a sensitive and intimate atmo-sphere;
where' esthetics or emotional delicacy can
be
nurtured.
.

.

.

A

29% chose Red

- intense, vital
taking a delight
in action. Activity is directed toward
success.
.

No one combination of colors appeared dominant in the (xx), or
existing situation and behavior category.

However, the three

o

combinations with the highest frequencies do contain

a strong
I

common bond of Similarity.
.Brown/Blue

cs

- avoids excessive effort and needs roots,
security and peaceful companionship; May
be physically unwell, in need of gentle
handling and considerate,treatment.
.

"1
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Green/Blue

Orderly, methodical and self-contained.
Needs the respect, recognition and understanding of those close-to him.:
seeks_to.share a kind of understanding and
intimacy in an esthetic atmosphere of peace

,.Violet /Blue

and tendernest".
A

III.

Function (=--) - "Characteristics tinder restratnt,.or behavior in

approprlate to existing situation."
Eighty-five percent of those tested showed "no conflict" in this
category.

-

Three color choices were dominant.

42% chose Brown

- able to-achieve satisfaction from sexual
activity.

38% chose Green

-- situation is preventing him from establishing himself, but he feels he must make the
best of things as they are.

31% chose Yellow

- clings to belief that hopes and ideals are
_realistic..
needs encouragement and
reassurance
wants guarantees against
loss or disappointment.
.

.

.

A strong pattern of preference,emerged for the function" (==),.or
characteristics under restraint.
Green/BroWn
_

- feels that he cannot Ao much about his existing_problems and difficulties and that he

---must-make--the-lestsdas they. are.
Ab,le to achieve salisfaction-Ifiroug------.7
-*activity.

IV.

.Function

-- "Sources of stress, or anxiety-laden characteristics."

Fifty-one percent of those tested showed "no conflict" in this categpry.

Color choices were about as expected for any normal population
of adults.
80%. chose/Grey

- feel's that life has far more to offer and

that there are still important things to
pursues objectives with
be achieved
in danger of befierce intensity
coming agitated and of exhausting his nervous
In brief:
impatient involvement.
energy.
.

.

.

.
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64% chose Black,

- wishes to be independent;
to control one's own destiny.
.

33% chose Brown

.

desire
,".

- the
existing situattog is disagreeable ,
has strong need to standout .from the common
herd
.
wants to be admiredfor himself alone.
.

i*

,

.

.

.

.

.

T e roost frequently occuring combination was Grey/Black-r..

Grey/Black
,

wants to .overcome a feeling of emptiness
and td bridge the gap which he feels
separates him from others. Anxious.to experience lifein all its aspects, to explore .all its possibilities and to live
it to the.fulr.
He therefore resents any
restriction KAimitation being imposed. on
him and insiSts on being free and unIts brief: expectant selfhampered.
determination.
,

p.

PROFILE 2 - Sources of Conflict

Ot ABE subjects tested, 56 percent showed some degree of &onflict
in one or more areas of functioning.

The interface of three levels.of

conflict at four levelof function would require the reproduction of
the computer print-out to adequately represent all .the possible- ,combinations
and meanings.

In the i
interest of presenting a profile which

i

s,at once

*comprehensieand comprehensible, we have exercised considerable judgment
in pruning findings to levels Which we trust are both ,parsiminious and
o

representative of those tested..

I.

Desired Behavior, Function ( + +)

Thirty percent of those tested

showed "some" conflict in the function '(+4.) - "desired objectives,

or behavior dictated by desired objec.Oves".

Most of that conflict

is represented by the modal pairing.
Yell ow /Green

alert and keenly observant.
Is seeking
fresh Avenues offering greater freedom
and the chance to make the most of them.
Wants to prove himself and to achieve
recognition. Striving to bridge. the gap
which he feels separates hint from others.

25
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Where "appreciable" conflict was present in this same (Tr) area
of functioning, and too, where ',!serious" conflict was evident, it

focused around black as it interacted with each of the,four"psychological primary" colors.
Black/Blue

suffering from the effects of thos.e
things which are being rejected as

disagreeable and isstongly resisting
Just wants to be left in peace.
them.
Black/Green

- defiantly opposes any sort of restrict ion
or opposition. Sticks obstinately to his
own point of view in the belief that this
'proves his independence and selfLdetermination.
.

Blackged:

- suffering from pent -up over-stimulation
which threatens to discharge. itself in
an outburst of impulsive and impassioned
behavior.,

Black/Yellow

- tries to escape from his problems', dif-

ficultiesand tensions by akrupt, headstrong and ill-considered ddcisibns.
Desperately seeking a way ofescape, and
there is danger of reckless.behavjor to
.

the point of self - destruction.
II.

Existing Situation, Function (Xx) - In the function "existing situation ",

23% were found to have "some" or "appreciable co6T11ct, but none
7.,,,

showed "serious," conflicts.

These cenflicts tended to center around

,

the following descriptors:
Red/Black

- feels obstructed in his desires and prevented from obtaining the things he regards as essential.
(The + groups'is an attempt
to compensate for this and other conflicts.),

Black/Yellow,

- the.existing-ituation contains critical er
dangerous element's for which it is imperaThis may
tive that some splUtion befound.
lead to sudden, ?yen reckless, decisions.
Self-willed and rejects any advice from
others: (The + group is an attemlt to compensate for this and other conflicts.)

;
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III.

Restrained Characteristic, Function

- The function called_

"restrained-characteristics" was unexpectedly mild, with only
16% of the population registering any conflict.

Oddly, the small

degree of conflict registered had a unanimous strand running through
it for'all those showing conflict.

The,strand dealt with the im-

plications of the choice "red", a symbol of thrust or "force of
mill".

An examination of the possible meanings of this strand

reveal it to be so consistent with what we would have expected to
find, that. we can onlyvonder why it is not-more widespread.
Red/Brown

feels trapped in a distessingar_uncomfortable situation and seeking some way ofgafning relief. Able to achieve satisfaction from sexual activity.

Black/Red

IV.

- circumstances are restrictive and hampering,
forcing him to forgo all joys and pleasures
for the tiMe being_

Repee§'sed Characteristics, Function (--) - rejected or repressed

'characteristics, was expressed most strongly by the interaction of,

f
the modal colors, Yellow/Violet, where there was "some" conflict
for 24% of the subjects; and by the interaction Red/Violet where
"appreciable" conflict was noted for 18% of those tested.
conflict was also evidenced in this category.

"Serious

It was very slight,

4%, and focused on the interaction, Blue/Md.
Yellow/Violet

- suppresses his innate enthusiasms and
imaginative nature, for fear that .he might
be carried away by it only to find himself
pursuing some will-o-the-wisp.
Feels he
has been misled and abused and has withdrawn
to hold himself cautiously aloof from others.
Keeps.a careful and critical watch to see
whether ::,tives towards him are sincere -a watchfulness which easily develbps into
suspicion and distrust.
In brief, "once
'bitten, twide shy"; emotional disappointMent leading to watchful mistrust of motive.'
(The + group is therefore needed as compensation.)
.
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ked/Violet

- beco mes distressed when his needs or desires
are misunderstood and feels that he "has
no on e to turn to or rely on.' Egocentric
and th erefore quick to take offense.

Blue/Red

- considerable distress is arising from
He
some unsatisfactory relationship.
feels helpless to restore affinity and
any semblance of mutual trust, so the
situation is regarded as a depressing
and unhappy state which he must continue
Beset t6 the point of nervous
to tolerate.
In brief, helpless and irprostration.
(The + group is there
ritable disharmony.
fore needed as a compensation.)

Luscher Color Test:

Summary of Findings

Woven into the fabric of the above findings are certain elements
Conflict about ex isting situations

which are notable, if not unusual.

tends to center around dissonance arising from efforts to mount a force____

fuT thrust toward a better life.

-.

Accompanying this is evidence of

distress with present associations and previous allegiance

s.

These

feelings seem,to conjure differing levels of guilt fOr wish ing to be
released from prior commitments, with attending levels ,of dis sonance

about ability to maN and succeed with new ones.
Suggested in these conflicts are natural consequences famil iar to
all:

fragileness, a degree of social - emotional dependency, and

need

for a healthy release from tensions.

MANZO BESTIARY INVENTORY (MBI)

MBI findings are strongly analogous to those of the LCT and are

therefore presented in briefest -lam, MBI findings are displayed to
illustrate:

,

fl most frequently chosen animals in any choice position',

2) most frequently chosen in the first three positions, and in each of
the first three positions; 3) most frequently chosen twice; 4) most
frequently chosen once; 5) most frequently rejected; 6) most frequently
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rejected first, second and third; 7) as a ring of adjectivals expressive
of the language equivalents most often associated with predominant
choices in the first three positions (classificatibn 2 above) and re_

jections (grouping 5); and finally 8) as a brief connected narrative.

Most frequently chosen animals.in any position of choice.

1.

(Comparable to ++ on LCT)
-'

Eagle
Lion

81%
72%
68%
62%
61%
57%

Fox

Horse
Tiger
Pheasarit

'

Squirrel
Owl

Peacock
Wolf
Dove

Alligator

!..

Most frequently chosen in the first three positions, and in

2.

each of the first three positions.

a.
s-

55%
53%
49%
48%
40%
40%

.

in.-the first three positions;

Eagle
Lion
Falcon
Horse
b.

(Comparable to ++ on LCT)

33%
26%
22%
21%

ch-6§6F three times.

Tiger
Dove

19%
16%
13%
13%.

Dog

Horse

Strength of identification in each of the first three positions.
'',

First Position

Second Position

Lion

Tiger

Horse
Dog
3.

13%

Eagle

20%

Animals most frequently chosen twice. (Comparable to xx on LCT)

4:4 ger=

Horse

4.

16%
13%
13%.

Third Position

.

31%
21%
20%

Eagle
'Dog

Animals chosen at least once.

Fox
Owl

Squrtre-1----

43%
36%

1,9%

12%

(Comparable to == on LCT)

Peacock

Alligecor

3 34%

,.
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33%
32%

--
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5.

Animals most frequently rejected, and most frequently re-

jected first, second, and third.
Most frequently rejected.

a.

Hog
Snake
Squirrel
Turtle
b.

56%
54%
45%
34%

Chicken
Hippo
Duck

Most frequently rejected:

_First Position

43%
34%
21%

Snake
Hog
Hippo
6.

(Comparable to the -- on LCT)

34%
30%
25%

first, second, and third.

Third Position

Second Position

No Clear Pattern
Evident

32%
16%
15%

Squirrel
Duck
Turtle

Language Equivalents to, animal choices.

Adjectivals as-

,

sociated with predominant first three choices represent "desired
modes of behavior" (Manzo, 1975), or what Luscher calls Behavior

.

dictated by desired objectives.

Rejections are representate of

what the subject finds repulsive, or about which he has exaggerated
--fears- and-anxieties or what Luscher calls "suppressed" or "anxiety
laden" characteristics.
a.

Adjectivals associated with the predominant choices:
2

1

Eagle

Most
Often

Lion

Soaring
Bold
Proud
Courageous
Strong
Swift
Watchful

Most
Often

.

Often

Regal

Often

Occasionally

Majestic
Proud
Leader

,

Beautiful
Spirited
Alone
Determined
Large
Scout
Fearsome

Occasionally
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Powerful
Strong
Fierce
Dominant
Masculine
Fearless
Protective
Vicious
Smart
Graceful
Hairy

.
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cont.

1

2

/

Eagle

Rarely

Lion

Unfriendly
Efficient
Sly
Captive

Rarely
.

'3

4

Falcon

Most
Often

Soaring
Swift
Predatory
Fierce
Aggressive
Majestic
-Graceful
Smart

Horse

Occasionally

Rarely

Fast
Strong
Spirited
Galloping
Thorough-bred
Proud
Majestic
Large
Prancing
Noble
Gentle
Handsome
Intelligent
Sleek
Cafefree
Agile
Lovable
Free
Male
Plodding
Haughty
Frightened
.

.

Most
Often

'Free

Often

Gregarious
Serene
Chauvinistic
Alone
Dependent
Emotional

Watchful
Cunning
Independent
Killer
Warlike'
Accurate-------,
Unbridled

Often..

,

.

.

-Occasionally

Small

Motivated

Rarely,

Carrier
Docil

Dumb

b.

Rejections
2

1

Hog

Most
Often

.

Snake

Dirty
Greedy
Slob
Fat
Smelly
Muddy
Lazy

Most
Often

31

Slithering
Slimy
Dangerous
Deadly
Sneaky
Hissing

31

cont.

Often
,..

Occasionally
Rarely

1

2

Hog

Snake

Piggish
Ugly
Gross
Dumb Unimaginative
Mean
Tactless
Domestic,
Hateful
Intelligent

Quick
Quiet
Ugly
Cold

Often

Evil

Sly
Loner
Fearful
Nasty
Tricky
Individual
Pretty
Wise

Occasionally

Rarely

4

`3

Squirrel

Turtle

Frisky
Indu"str"ious

Most
Often

Hoarder

Most
Often

Fast'

i

,

10ftent

Nervous
Cute
WatchfUl
Bright-eyed
Prepared

'

Often

Small
-Curious
Frightened
-'

OCcasionally

..

Ithpish

Occasionally

Shy
Sneaky
Flying

Soft

Rarely

.,,,,

Friendly
Free
Cheerful
Nutty
Prudent
Vivacious
Anxious
Noisy
Outgoing
Safe
Vicious
Stupid

32

Rarely

Slow
Steady
Cautious
Patient
Quiet
Shy
Awkward
Passive
Sheltered
Calm
Unimaginative
Determined
Lazy
Oblivious
Sure
Pedantic
Secure
Wise
Wrinkled
Blob-like
Paranoid
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7.

MBI Summary.Narrative.

those of the LCT.

Finding from the MBI correspond to

The ABE students` tested appear to be quite

normal, but' with a disquieting measure of sub-optimal emotionality..

The focus of their sub-optimal state is most evidert in conflicts
reorese.nted in animal choices indicative of a near, preoccupation

with a'need to'mount a strong assertive thrust to overcome a poor
life condition.

Thus the pobularity of such predatory -and dominant

featured animals as the'lion and tiger and horse.

The frequent

choice of eagle, fox and squirrel reveal several themes:

feelings

of isolation; a concern to be effective and industrious; and, too,

a-desire tobe distinguishable in=a positive sense from the-crowd.
The, latter need is probably as much motivated by feelings of fear

of intimacy, or of being revealed as only minimally competent, as
,by a desire to appear aloof and detached.
Rejections appear as near perfect reciprocals to choices.
were animals symbolizing thrust, dominance and respectability.

Chosen
The

rejected animals were predominantly conjuring attributes such as

sly, plodding and inept%

hog, snake, squirrel, turtle.

The popularity of the squirrel in both a choice position, (55%

of profiles) and as a rejection (45% of profiles) deserves comment.
The most parsimonious_expianatiOn appearing also to be the most
reasonable in this case.

ABE students were merely divided on their

associations with "squirrel".

Some tended to the adjectivals such

as "frisky" and "industrious", others to more pejorative impressions,
"hoarder", 'nervous ", or worse, "sneaky", "vicious" and "stupid".

Overall, there are no peculiar combinations of characteristics
of personality or temperament revealed in this or the LCT profile
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which can be ascribed exclusively to ABE students.

An in-depth.

analysis of the,MBI does reveal some possible nuances, but these
are too obscure and potentially artifactual.

Furthermore, pre-

sentation of these-speculations could easily dilute the essential

and undeniable finding that the ABE profile emerging from this
study, while essentially consistent with the backgrounds, challenges, and logical impressions of what we wOuld.expect ABE students
,

to appear to be, is not very different from what other groups might
also be expected to be like; and, in fact, were found to.be like,
(See "Other Groups Tested").

LEARNING PREFERENCE INVENTORY (Experimental Form)

The'LPI profiles were developed by counting the frequencies with
which each mode of learning was chosen for activities listed under three
basic learning objectives.

The modes or styles of learning chosen by

ABE students was found to vary accordin9 to the learning, objective as

displayed in Appendix I, but in general to lean consistently toward
three means' by which- to learn:

Tasks:

lecture% tutoring, group work.

If a learning task, such as doing a complicated workbook

exercise, was required, one-fourth of the population initially favored
learning in a 'group'.

Less than twenty percent 0 the remaining sample

chose 'lecture' or 'tutoring'; eleven percent chose to learn by 'structured

individual' learning; i.e., where one is instructed in howtd do a task
and then is expected, to carry it out individually.

In general, subjects

chose to learn tasks in groups, or by direct assistance from at least
one other person as in lecture and tutoring.
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Skills:

Deciding how they would most like to learn reading

and math skills, 33% of the ABE sample chose tutoring; 21% chose
'lecture'.

Third place was shared by 'group'and 'structured' learning

situations, at 10% each.
Knowledge:

Presented with the objective of having to learn and

remember factual knowledge, 30% of the subjects chose 'lecture'
learning, and 18% and 16% chose ',group' and 'tutoring' situations
respectively.

When all the first choices were taken together, 'lecture',
'tutoring' and 'group' modes respectively were found to be the ordered
preferences.

The remaining ways tolearin were-dicise-n-by less than

one percent cif the population.

This included a verylow incidence of

choice to learn by 'machine', 'unstructured individual' or 'casual'
learning modes.

Second choices of learning modes were analyzed to discover if the
strong preference for group/directive type learning remained dominant.
In a task-oriented situation, 24% of the ABE students chose 'tutoring'

as their second choice; while 19% chose 'group', and 18%,,lecture
learning.

These same three modes were the most popular choices for

acquiring skills and retaining knowledge, but With no significant

differences disernible in these latter two categories foi. second choices.

Summary - LPI

In general, it appears that this sample of ABE students prefers to
learn foremost by direct teaching approaches such as lecture and tutor-

ing, next through 'group' interaction, but inno significant numbers
by means which include some of'the more popular means by which they
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are_actually known to be taught:

OTHER GROUPS TESTED

The synample populations which were measured with the LCT and
fi

1

MBI

to give perspective to the ABE. sample, offered interesting in-:

fOrmation, albeit, information with few surprises.

The LCT differed only slightly from that of the ABE student profile
for the three subsamples of GED students, agents in a stock brokerage,
and elementary'school children.

The stock brokerage agents were some-

what more "restless", and the'GED students were less secure about their
"identity", while the sixth graders'were noticeably devoid of appreciable
or serious conflict as-a group; a function, no doubt, of their age and
their relatively secure identity.

Even the minor differences that ap-

peared were only in the (++) or "desired objectives" choices.

The

other three color.choice combinations revealed no other separations of
any consequence among these four populations.

On the MBI the three populations were virtually-identical with
the ABE students except for the stock agent's tendency, toward "gregarious-

ness" which could be expected:of people in sales. _Otherwise the preferences.for Eagle, Lion, and Horse, and the rejections of Snake and Hog
indicated that the personality traits valued a d found suspect were the
same for all three subsamples as well as for the

BE students.

The fact that these diVergent groups all seem t

react similarly with

only minor variations could be interpreted several ways. First, it could
indicate the lack of sensitivity in the instrument.

More -1 kely, however,

is the interpretation that the personality differences in these,groups
is truly negligible and that the obvioUs differencet which one might
1

For reasons stated in the description of the LPI, that test was not
used An investigating these groups.
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note in life styles are functions of variables other than ihote
element Alluded to as intrapsychic conflicts, anxieties, and corn,-

pensations; or more commonly, personality traits.

..)

t,
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CONCLUSIONS/IMPLICATIONS/QUESTIONS

Two firm conclusions may be drawn from the data presented.

There is greater variability in personality traits and temperament
within the groups tested than between them.
not emotional cripples.

And, ABE students are

They appear; in the perspective of other

groups tested, to be not mnlike many other segments of the Ameritan
population.

More those students tested appear to be blessed and

plagued as are most people with newly heightened' aspirations.

They

appear to be more aggressive, intense, task-oriented, directiVe,,
conflict prone, and vulnerable than their more resigned counterparts,.

Beyond these firm findings are our reflections upon the total
study experience:' These begin v*,/ith the belief that if there is a

unique fattor in the ABE students' configuration, It is probably in
the fact that the seemingly lowly nature of their.objectives fails
to garner tile measure of empathy so easily conjured for many others with
elevated aspirations arid adverse situations.

These supportive feelings

.are absent not only from the society at large, but also for then gives,
and for one another.
.

They appear unimpressed with the value of their.

own mission and the challenge of their own life condition.

This consideration.suggests to us at least three recommendations,bearing on approaches to adult basic education.

Teadhers

being trained to work with adults should be made aware of the fact
that ABE students are, ih their essential characteristics, like
everyone else.

This awareness alcine, should reduce the inclination

of better educated and stationed people to approach those of lesser
education and station in ways which are patronizing or otherwise
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less than genuine and empathetic.

Secondly, a major order of

business in the classroom should be to help the ABE student to
articulate the nature and the challenges of his particular life con.

dition; this to make vivid the dramatic and life-engaging qualities
of his experience and.station.

Thirdly', the ABE student should'be

taught directly and firmly.' While heay;appear somewhat fragile,
his frdgileness is related largely to insecurity about whether
his raised levels of aspiration are warranted.

The best verification

that he can receive that his aspirations acre realistic and should

be translated into sustained motivation and effort is to hkve his
teacher a proach him with "'rigorous, unpatronizing objectives and a

firm instructional tact.

The teacher tells the student what he is

worth-by /the energy. she commits to teaching him and the expectancies she communicates to him.!

If demands are rigorous'; but realistic,

'and del vered by a teacher who is empathetic, the impact should be,
ABE:Stu ents who are energized to meet their challenge, much as
geaduat

school students are energized by that'same combination at

an ana ogous station and level of=aspiration.

There will be those ABE students who'%01T not fully succeed with
this approach; either .because it is incompatible with their styles

of learning or simply inadequate to meet,the complexity of their
situations.

1

To the question, how can we find-out more about the

S e "Teaching Adults to Read" for specific suggest ions for
achieving these ends.
Finch; 1975: T.V. tape and, manual'
available from the Center for Resource Development in Adult
Basic.Education, University of Missouri - Kansas City.

.
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vagaries and special".needs of such people, we recommend as partial

answers the instruments of this study, the Lusoher Color Test, the
Manz° Bestiary, InV entory, and.the Learning Preference Inventory.

To

the question, how can we evolve a more incltisjve and comprehensive
3

program of education for adults, we recommend the continuation-of more
intense study of.ABE students.

From deeper knowledge and more experience

will hopefully come more suitable and empathetic programming.
Other questions arise which require articulation.
of better understanding "compound effects".

One is the question

By this we mean to better

Understand the point at which xelatiVely clear and seemingly less than
stifling effeCts become a burden too heavy to bear.

As an example, we

foun6 little emotional pathology in.the subjects of this study, but
4

.

.this does not rule out the possibility that the sub-optimal aevels of
emotional operation which weri found.do not become critical when added
'to an` array of-other sub-optimal conditions.

It may be naive to expect

'Id find clear and distinct reasons for adults to have not achieved beyond basic educational levels.

Perhaps, instead of looking for.something

analogous to a special viral germ, our programming ought to be add

.dressed to the simple fact of combinations of more obvious and typical

annoyances which at some point become an adversity which is larger
than what people ran bear.

One of the ironic implications of this-pos-

e.

sibility is that it seems to run contrary to the early suggestion that
we should be trying to find in the ABE students.the. parts of ourselves
which 'engender empathy.

The contrary -note is 'in thd fact that we may

then expect them to succeed with the same measure of help with which
we have-achieved.

But, if at some point, the.addition of the slight-

est-bi-t more-of a burden outweighs the balance of man's resiliency,
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and we do not know this, then we would tend to be secretly ccintempt.

uous of those who cannot quite .overcome their situation.
On final reflection,. we find our strongest feelings about why

we have been ineffectual in helping, i.e. relating to, the function-

allliterate, expressed in Solzhenitsyn's description of the
Russian peasant.

They are, he writes, "a silent people, without

a literary voice, nor dothey,write complaints or memoirs!"
(Solzhenitsyn, 1973).

Again we must conclude from this that the

thrust of ABE prbgramming must be to bring along some of their number
who can articulate and record their story; which we should expect
to be as varied and complex as. are all accounts Of tiuMan experience.
4

z
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/ APPENDIX

Percentage of ABE students' First and Second.
Preferences in the- Learning Style
Inventory in,Midwes.tern Metropolitan
Area

FIRST CHOICE

1

2

3

ll
Lecture
ure Incien- Jnstruc- Group
Learning
tured
Learning tal
Learning Indiv.
earning

LEARNING
ID BJECTIVES

Discovery
5
Tutoring - Machine
Structuned
_ Learning ..earning
Learning
y
f

TASKS

20%

.04

.09

.26

.11

SKILLS

21

.02

.06

10

10

KNO4LEDGE

30%

Al

.08

16

.06

.03

.06

3r

.02

.06

18

.09

.08

.19

.

.

I

SECOND CHOICE

-

1

2

4

3

Lecture Inciden- nstruc- Group
LEARNING
Learning
tured
OBJECTIVES' 'Learning tal
Learning Indiv,
Learning
.

TASKS

18%

.09

SKILLS

19

.03-

8
7
6
5
Tutoring Machine Discovery
StrucLearning Learning.
tured
Learning

.06

19

12

12

21

16

24

.06

10

18

lb

10

15

.04

-,

.02.

,

KNOWLEDGE

18

.06

.09
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10

-

.06

,
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